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Transforming from a dilapidated industrial port to a 
prosperous public park, the land under Brooklyn Bridge Park 
adapted new identities to accommodate global changes. 
However, if we see through the spatial development that 
has been constructed to maximize economic and real estate 
value, it reveals an overlooked yet significant component, the 
timber piles, who have been supporting the existence of the 
landscape. Therefore, the undervalued piles are a proxy for 
the capital structure that obscures them from above. 

As the proxy relationship is embodied in the negotiation 
between valued and undervalued objects, we want to first 
identify the current system of value. Value exists persistently, 
yet it sustains, evolves and is presented through different 
modalities. Human society tends to quantify the value of 
a piece of land using a monetary system, whose algorithm 
often depicts the common and ignores the particular. In 
contrast, if we perceive lands with ecological perspectives, 
where the value is embodied through the energy flow 
in nature driven by multi-species, the image of a land 
becomes more comprehensive with values superimposed 
and exchanged dynamically. Therefore, our projection is to 
challenge the predominant interest of short-term economic 
benefits, reimagining the human-constructed landscape 
of Brooklyn Bridge Park with long-term value of ecological 
regeneration. 

Acknowledging climate change is reconfiguring the condition 
of earth surfaces, we want to identify Brooklyn Bridge Park 
as a waterfront surface that is already exposed, preparing 
for conceivable submergence and projecting its future 
reformation to a new seabed. Start with the historical 
research and end with strategic method reacting to climate 
crisis, the installation explores the role of architecture and 
landscape in preserving existing values, facilitating value 
transformation, and unveiling obscured values through local 
political competition, urbanism evolvement, global shipping 
industry fluctuation, and climate change that define a post-
industrial waterfront.

I
POST-HUMAN PORT

A Performative Narration of the History of 
Brooklyn Bridge Park

Brooklyn, New York, USA
Directed Research: Proxy Landscape / Teamed with Sixuan Chen

Instructor: Marco Ferrari & Elise Misao Hunchuck  
Email: marco@studiofolder.it & elise.hunchuck@rca.ac.uk

May 2022 - August 2022



Timeline of Brooklyn Bridge Park from 1800 - 2020 
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“By tracking across time 
and calculating the total 
number of each value, it 
shows how the site shifted 
from an industrial-driven 
era to the cultural-driven 
present ... There are 
continuous interests and 
efforts to unearth its 
inherent value.”
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“The undervalued 
piles here become 
a proxy for the very 
capital structures that 
obscure them. And the 
monetary system, that is 
temporary and static, is 
insufficient in capturing 
the whole picture of the 
landscape.”

“it is important and 
meaningful for us to challenge 
the predominant interest of 
short-term economic benefits, 
and to reimagine the human-
constructed landscape of 
Brooklyn Bridge Park with 
long-term value of ecological 
regeneration.”
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“The installation explores the role of architecture and landscape in preserving existing values, facilitating 
value transformation, and unveiling obscured values through global shipping industry fluctuation, local 
political competition, urban development, and climate change that define a post-industrial waterfront. “
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The project is trying to achieve an overall thickness in 
relation to space and society by rethinking the current 
professional structure of the mental health treatment system. 
There’s a significant gap between privately run offices and 
institutional facilities in mental health care practice. Though 
an independent psychiatrist could provide private and 
personalized treatment plans for the patients, which a mental 
health hospital lacks, the psychiatrist still needs labs and 
equipment for professional research, and the patients are 
being referred and referred if the mental situation gets worse 
or as simple as needing a special examination. Moreover, 
nowadays private psychiatrists are facing more problems like 
unfriendly neighbors in a general office building, long-term 
lease insecurity, and the existing office setting which were not 
ideal for psychotherapies. 

Therefore, this project tries to explore the possibility of 
combining these two systems together architecturally and 
socially. The complex has an outpatient wing consisted 
of private offices and talk rooms and an inpatient wing 
for mainly patient wards. The two parts of the project are 
connected by shared programs, like labs and meeting rooms, 
and public spaces. Private practitioners can do their research 
and attend professional meetings next door, the hospital 
can gain external knowledge and help at hand, and the 
community can come and learn about mental health and how 
mental health problems are treated. Therefore, by thickening 
the gap, however, the two systems can work more seamlessly 
and efficiently. 

By making a lot of rooms without ever having a truly enclosed 
space, as the walls are always held a bit apart, the spatial 
condition is one of a thickened porosity that on the one 
hand works through a kind of diffusion of solid elements, 
the walls, but does so in a way that the relation between 
mass and space and space to space creates a kind of overall 
density. The mass in the project is being both atomized 
and distributed, like the idea of a colloidal suspension in 
chemistry where one element is diffused into another without 
dissolving. Having created this condition what are its benefits 
for the project as relating to both the program, the building’s 
performance, and the experience of users, the project 
managed to generate a sense of privacy or intimacy while still 
maintaining a connection to light, exteriority, and the larger 
spatial assemblage.

II
THICKENED POROSITY

Mental Health Clinic Reimagined
Long Island City, New York, USA

Directed Research: MASS EFFECTS :: Reinhabiting Thickness / Individual
Instructor: Marc Tsurumaki 

Email: marc@ltlarchitects.com
September 2022 - December 2022



THE GAP BETWEEN PRIVATE PRACTICES AND HOSPITALS IN MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT
PROGRAM ANALYSIS

PERMEABILITY

Prevalence of New Yorks who have been
diagnosed with Depression

Precent of New Yorkers in poverty 
(2012-2016)

Mental Health providers in New York City

Precent of New Yorkers with no health 
insurance (2015)

Percent EMS dispathes that address 
mental health needs (2019)

SITE: 26-02&26-40 1st Street, Astoria, NY 11102

WALL THICKNESS AND SEPARATION DISTANCE ADJUSTMENTS FOR LIGHTS 
AND PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

FLOOR SLABS ON A FULLY LAWNED (WITH NATIVE PLANTS) SITE

PROGRAM ZONES

CIRCULATION

OUTPATIENT TALK ROOMS
OUTPAITENT PRIVATE OFFICES
INPATIENT WARDS
ADMINISTRATION

Site Boundary: Long Island City - Astoria

Blow-up Zoning MapZoning Map Residential

*NYC Planning Zoning Resolution:

*C1-4 (NYC’s Zoning & Land Use Map)
A commercial overlay is a C1 or C2 district mapped within residential districts to serve local retail needs (grocery stores, dry cleaners, restaurants, 
for example). Commercial overlay districts, designated by the letters C1-1 through C1-5 and C2-1 through C2-5, are shown on the zoning maps as 
a pattern superimposed on a residential district.

Manufacture
Commercial
Park

Bathroom :: 245 SQFT

Bathroom :: 125 SQFT Smoke Room :: 111 SQFT Storage :: 85 SQFT Bathroom :: 80 SQFT Utility :: 85 SQFT Bathroom :: 90 SQFT Exam Room :: 90 SQFT

Office :: 230 SQFT Talk Room :: 190 SQFT Patient Ward :: 270 SQFT Talk Room :: 190 SQFT

LARGE PROGRAMS

Conference Room :: 700 SQFT Outpatient Reception :: 600 SQFT Inpatient Reception :: 600 SQFT

MEDIUM PROGRAMS

SMALL PROGRAMS
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Street Side OUTPATIENT RECEPTION RENDER :: OUTPATIENT RECEPTIONRAMMED EARTH CONSTRUCTION
(ACOUSTICAL)

RAMMED EARTH CONSTRUCTION

CLT CONSTRUCTION

TYPICAL PRIVATE OFFICE RENDER :: OFFICE - TALKROOM COURTYARDS

TYPICAL INPATIENT WARD RENDER :: INPATIENT WARD

Street Side

Street Side
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Located in Ta Klang Village, Surin, Thailand, the project 
centers on the strong bonding relationship between local 
people and the elephants that have grown up as part of their 
families. The villagers maintain a peaceful elephant graveyard 
with over 100 resting places for deceased elephants, where 
the tombs recognize and commemorate their bonds with 
humans. However, the current graveyard’s significance is 
limited by its atomized structure and individual connections 
between each mahout and their elephants. Thus, the project 
aims to reinterpret the graveyard into an archive space for 
elephants, where the village’s collective memory can be 
etched.

The design is inspired by the elephant footprint, where each 
elephant’s death is honored by weaving its memory into the 
ground. The ground keeps track of the elephant footprints, 
which are collected to form an archive of the village’s history. 
The formless and chaotic nature of elephant marks become a 
repository for memories and stories, and over time, the space 
leaves a trace of elephants that complete the design.

The space serves as an archive, a garden, a forest 
underground, and a place for elephants, humans, and other 
non-human animals, where the stages of grief are respected, 
and the place of remembrance is defined and fortified with 
the energies of life. The project transforms the elephant 
graveyard into a space of archive and commemoration 
for the elephants’ bonds with humans and their collective 
memories.

The Graveyard Project combines local beliefs, cultures, and 
poetic beauty to tell a story and convey emotions of an 
ancient graveyard. The same holes dug out to bury elephants 
are where seeds are planted waiting to be reborn as trees. 
The elephant’s footprints are reinterpreted as a large archive. 
This Graveyard is unique with a simple architecture, reflecting 
the simplicity of an elephant grave. As the community has 
to excavate many elephant graves for the burial rituals, the 
project takes into account the use of local materials such as 
laterite, as an effort to maximize resource efficiency. Most 
importantly, this project reminds humans to rethink their role 
in nature and to respect the environment, the indigenous 
heritage and history with humble architecture.

III
BRIMMED WITH MEMORIES

Reinterpreting Archive for Elephants
Surin, Thailand

Directed Research: Non-Human Centered / Teamed with Junjie Fu
Instructor: Boonserm Premthada 

Email: bangkokprojectstudio@gmail.com
January 2023 - May 2023



EXISTING ELEPHANT GRAVEYARD

EXISTING ELEPHANT GRAVEYARD

ELEPHANT SKIN ELEPHANT TURNK ELEPHANT FOOT ELEPHANT DUNG PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL MARKS MADE BY ELEPHANT

“THE REAL“ SITE STUDIES

We traveled to Ta Klang Village 
in Thailand from March 6th to 
March 9th, where humans live 
with elephants, shows that 
humans do not always have to 
be the center. The coexistence 
between us and other beings 
is worth studying.

On site, we learned about 
empathy, humanity, 
awareness, attitude, 
responsibility, common sense, 
intuition, feelings, and to 
understand humanity through 
feelings, and our six senses.

We probed into construction 
methodologies that arise 
from limitations and our 
surroundings, such as the 
poor people technique, the 
animal technique, and the 
natural technique.

ELEPHANT GRAVEYARD HISTORY

VICINITY MAP :: ELEPHANT WORLD PROJECT BY PROF. BOONSERM PREMTHADA
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1. ENTRANCE
2. CULTURAL COURTYARD
3. BRICK OBSERVATION TOWER
4. ELEPHANT MUSEUM
5. PA AJIANG TEMPLE
6. FOREST

For the elephants in the Ta Klang Village in Thailand, they have a strong 
bonding relationship with local people since birth. Each elephant here is 
part of a family that grows up together with the people. At the elephant 
village, they maintain a tranquil elephant graveyard. It provides over a 
100 resting places for the elephant that has passed away. This site is 
specifically intriguing to us, in which the death of elephants and their 
bonds with humans are recognized and momorated with these tombs. 
However, the existing graveyard is so humble that it conceals itself into 
the surrounding environment and its significance is limited by its atomized 
physical structure and the individual connection between each mahout 
and their elephants.

The temple’s abbot had a dream one night 
about an elephant that he bonded with 
when he was young. The elephant had 
died after being hit by a car and had been 
buried in another province.

The elephant asked to reunited with the 
monk, which makes the monk decided to 
bring the remains back to the temple and 
start a cemetery.

The elephant graveyard is cared 
for shows that the owners love the 
elephants and want an appropriate 
resting place for them.

I
II III

kinne week

We traced the life trajectory of an elephant, 
from its first step on earth to its last 
breath. As its remains become nutritions 
for plants and other animals, its spirit 
shines down from above like the stars, 
guiding the way for life and praising the 
bonded relationships between humans 
and elephants on this peaceful land. 
Understanding the history and culture 
behind the shrine-like graves of elephants, 
we look back further into the material 
world of the existing graveyard. We studied 
trees, soil, and everything on site that 
can leave marks for all the stories (of the 
village/between humans and elephants) 
remembered and to be told. 



ON-SITE MADE ELEPHANT FOOTPRINT MOLD SHIPPED BACK TO COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK

FLOOR PLAN

The initial concept of our design is driven from 
the elephant mark itself, which is the footprint.

The ground keeps track of the elephant 
footprints, we collect them as our archive to 
keep track of the history itself.

ELEPHANT FOOTPRINT

Preperation
Before the events, locals will gather to 
prepare decorations for the event.

Marching
A marching procession of 
approximately 300 elephants starts 
moving through Surin city from the 
railway station towards the elephant 
roundabout.

Banquet for Elephants
A grand buffet that is beautifully 
arranged with fruits will be served to 
the elephants.

Buddhist Ceremony
A Buddhist ceremony making merits to 
those who have passed away (human 
and elephants.)

Performance
Locals will perform traditional 
performance to welcome senior 
minister, government officials and 
other guests to the day packed full of 
celebration.

Morning Ritual
A morning ceremony as part of Thailand’s 
National Elephant Day. Activities include 
spiritual ceremonies with elaborate 
offerings, giving alms to Buddhist monks, 
and making merit to ancestors

ELEPHANT FESTIVAL
March 13th - March 14th

ELEPHANT ARCHIVE

ELEPHANT TREATING EVENT PREPERATION

ELEPHANT MARK MAKING RITUAL

CELEBRATION OF LIFE & DEATH

DAILY PROGRAMS CEREMONIAL PROGRAMS

MEDITATION

MOURNING

DAILY GATHERING



LONGITUDINAL SECTION

TRANSVERSE SECTION

BODY SCRATCHES WATER MARKS TRUNK DIGGINGS DUNG LEAVING



Material

Locally abundant soil and rock type called 
laterite were chosen to be used for both 
structural and finishing components. 
Laterite is both a soil and rock type rich 
in iron and aluminum; it is of rusty-red 
coloration because of high iron oxide 
content. The raw laterite blocks and gravels 
will be first used to build the retaining 
walls along the perimeter of the pits as 
structure, in the meanwhile, mortar made 
from laterite soil will be used for the laterite 
masonry construction. Then, the masonry 
wall will be coated with laterite plaster 
also made from laterite soil, providing 
opportunities for humans and elephants 
to leave their customized marks while 
constructing. 



Because of the instability of the loose laterite plaster and sand, the 
laterite wall and sand floor will undergo daily weathering from human 
and elephant activities as a way to record history and memory. 

This proposal will rethink how elephants interact with the physical 
environment and emphasize their existence by leaving marks. They 
are not for elephants alone, but all relationships and stories between 
the villagers and their beloved animals.

Death is but a transition, from one form to another. It’s a natural ebb 
and flow. The formless and chaotic nature of elephant marks then 
become a repository for the memories and stories. Over time, the 
space leaves the trace of elephants, permanent or temporary, that all 
together, complete the design.

In this space of an archive, a garden, a forest underground, and a 
place for elephants, humans, other non-human animals, the stages of 
grief are respected, but not cloistered, this place of remembrance is 
defined by, and continually fortified with the energies of life.


